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President's Annual Report 

March 2017 to March 2018 

During 2017 the Canberra Photographic Society continued to evolve into a society that supports its 
members in the goal of "reaching their photographic potential." We are an active society supporting 
three to four activities a month as well as special interest groups and exhibitions. All of our activities 
and events are made possible by the contributions of members, especially those on the committee. I 
thank everyone who has contributed during the year. 

Communication 

Our regular eNews (compiled by David Maish) is now sent to over 500 Members and Friends, 42% of 
whom (on average according to Mailchimp) open the emails. The CPS membership is fairly stable at 
around 80 people and Mailchimp reports that around 85% of members open emails sent just to 
members. Attendance at our events ranges from around 50 to a handful depending on the event. 
The CPS Facebook page (thank you Michael Taylor) now has 462 followers and continues to deliver 
items of general photographic interest as well as news about CPS activities. 

The website and image gallery present our face to the world. Weebly reports that the website 
receives between 20 and 50 unique visitors per day (as measured in February 2018). These figures 
show that our membership continues to be engaged with the CPS program and that a significant 
number of additional people follow our activities with interest. 

The Smugmug image galleries continue to work well and appear to serve our current needs. The 
tablet-based viewing system linked to Smugmug for Exhibition and Critique nights is now well 
established and working well. Many thanks to Matt James who has been Exhibition and Critique 
night coordinator and manager of the image galleries for the past few years. Matt played a key role 
in setting up the current galleries and the viewing system for Expo nights and we thank him for his 
significant work. He has been ably assisted by Michael Taylor and Lenuta Quraishi. Eva van Gorsel 
and Tony Mason will be taking over from Matt. Thanks to Matt James and Ian Marshall for assistance 
with website maintenance. Thanks also to Murray Foote who continues to coordinate and write 
material for the CPS blog. We welcome Eva van Gorsel and Tony Mason to the team that manages 
the image gallery and website.  

Consultation 

An annual program review in August is now a regular feature of the CPS calendar and provides an 
opportunity for members to make comments and suggestions regarding the CPS program. This year 
we plan to canvas views about the Exhibition and Critique nights, which will have been running for 
two years (as an evolution of the formerly named Competition Nights) at the end of 2018. The 
committee is also planning to run a communications survey. It has been a few years since our 
communication strategy was reviewed and we need to be sure that we are keeping up with the 
evolving digital communication landscape. 
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Program 

The theme-based approach to the development of the program continues to be well-received. Each 
theme runs for a month and usually involves a presentation night, a workshop night and the Set 
Topic for the following Exhibition and Critique night. Exhibition and Critique nights continue to be 
our most popular activity but attendance at Presentation Nights and Workshop Nights (coordinated 
by Michael Taylor) has been increasing steadily. A popular addition to the workshop program has 
been the introduction of a short presentation by a member on some, often technical, aspect of 
photography. This provides an opportunity for members who might not want to give a full 
presentation to develop confidence in presentation skills and it increases our capacity for knowledge 
sharing. 

Implementation of the program relies on the involvement of committee members, members and 
external speakers to provide presentations, lead workshops and coordinate excursions. We thank 
both our external speakers and members for helping us deliver an interesting and varied program. 
Member presenters included Leisa Condie, Andrée Lawrey, Murray Foote, Leo Sbirakos, Brian Rope, 
Ian Copland, Vladimir Rimsky-Korsakov, David Maish and Michael Taylor. External speakers included 
Ngaio Fitzpatrick, Robert Coppa, Lib Ferreira, Kris Arnold and Paul Jurak. 

The success of our Exhibition and Critique nights, Portfolio Awards and the Image of the Year Awards 
is highly dependent on our volunteer judges. We thank all our judges for their generous provision of 
time and expertise. Judges in 2017 were Karleen Minney (February), Janice Falsone (March), Chris 
Meadham (April), Grace Costa (Hedda Portfolio, May), Katie Kohlenberg and Jeremy Byrne (June), 
Doug Hall (July), Chris Holly (Projected Portfolio, August), David Paterson (September), Lori Cicchini 
(October), Member Panels (November) and Ben Kopilow and Geoff Comfort (Image of the Year, 
December). So far in 2018 judges were Doug Hall (February) and Kris Arnold (March). In 2017 there 
were five women judges and seven men compared with three women judges in 2016 and two in 
2015. 

Thanks to Ted's Cameras for ongoing sponsorship of the Hedda Morrison print portfolio competition. 
Unfortunately Bica Pro-labs, for many years sponsor of the Projected Image Portfolio competition, 
ceased trading in 2017. 

A special thanks to Alan Charlton and his team who provide the logistic support for our events. They 
ensure that the required projectors and screens are in place and provide refreshments.  

Special Interest Groups 

Several different groups of members meet to enjoy various aspects of photography. The Hedda 
group for women and students meets monthly and the Personal Projects group (coordinated by 
Andrée Lawrey) meets every second month. Thanks to Telstra Tower management for provision of 
space to hold these meetings. Eva van Gorsel coordinated a group that met to share and learn image 
processing techniques and Phil McFadden ran a series of workshops for those interested in learning 
the skills of wildlife photography. Michael Taylor has recently started a discussion group for those 
who are interested in the informal sharing and discussion of images over a cup of coffee. Leo 
Sbirakos coordinated a group of members who collaborated to assemble an entry into the FIAP 
World Cup for Clubs. While the CPS did not score well compared with other clubs, Peter Powell and 
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Brian Jones had images accepted for the event catalogue and the exercise of selecting and entering 
images was well supported by members and the selection panel. 

Weekend Workshops 

In 2017, the annual coastal weekend workshop run by Phil McFadden and his team for new 
members and less experienced photographers was held in Bermagui. Phil also ran a set of 
preliminary workshops before the weekend away to introduce and develop participants' 
photography skills. There was a waiting list for the weekend and participants reported that they had 
a great time and learnt lots. We plan to run the workshop again this year sometime in Spring. 

Murray Foote hosted a weekend away at Binna Burra in Queensland, which was fully subscribed and 
enjoyed by those who went. 

External Exhibitions 

In 2017 the CPS held two external exhibitions. "Different Views 3" featured images of Canberra and 
surrounds. It was held in the ground floor of Telstra Tower. Many thanks to the Management of 
Telstra Tower for provision of the exhibition space. We are currently planning for "Different Views 4" 
which will open during Heritage Week, 2018. 

"Out There 2017" was held at the Watson Arts Centre and although it received media coverage and 
positive comments from visitors it was not as commercially successful as previous "Out There" 
exhibitions. Many thanks to Judy Parker for coordinating the show and for mentoring new exhibitors 
and providing printing services. Thanks also to Judy and her team for curating, hanging and minding 
the show. Unfortunately the CPS application to stage "Out There 2018" was not successful so we will 
not be holding a general members' show this year. We plan to apply to Watson Arts Centre to host 
an "Out There 2019." Although the committee recognises the value of providing a venue for all 
members to showcase their work to the ACT community we have decided to aim to hold biennial 
rather than annual "Out There" exhibitions. This is because of the work involved and the difficultly in 
securing gallery space at reasonable cost.  

In place of "Out There", the CPS will be holding an exhibition "The Natural World" at the CSIRO 
Discovery Centre from 20th August. We thank CSIRO for providing the space at no charge. The 
theme was chosen to be as broad as possible while also aligning with the science-based nature of 
CSIRO. 

Special Event 

In October 2017 the CPS staged a new event and hosted well-known photographer and speaker 
Peter Eastway at a photography evening to which we invited the photographic community of the 
ACT and region. Peter's talk was "The Magic of Travel and Landscape Photography: Capture and 
Processing." Invitations were sent to the ACT branch of the AIPP, the Friends of the National Botanic 
Gardens photography group, the U3A photography group, Southside Camera Club, PhotoAccess, as 
well as photography groups in Goulbourn, Thredbo, Eurobodalla and elsewhere in the local region. 
We ran a campaign on Facebook and distributed fliers to camera, framing and craft shops in the ACT. 
Entry was by donation. Well over 100 people attended and the donations collected provided a 
significant boost to our finances. We are grateful to Peter who gave a magnificent lecture and who 
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donated his travel costs and his time (we paid for his accommodation). His contribution represents a 
significant donation to the photographic community of Canberra. We also thank the Hellenic Club 
who provided a sizeable discount to us as a community group. We are looking to make this an 
annual event and are currently negotiating, in collaboration with the Lucent Photography Festival, to 
host another well-known photographer to give a lecture in October 2018. 

Finances 

Many thanks to our treasurer Michael Taylor who monitors our membership and financial situation 
and reports monthly to the committee. After several years of excellent service Michael is stepping 
down from this position. Our auditor Leo Sbirakos joined the committee during the year and so at 
that time stepped down as auditor. At the August Special General Meeting Annette Cheeseman was 
elected auditor. We thank her for undertaking this role for the society.  

From the Treasurer's report you will see that we have an annual turnover of approximately $10 - 
$12K. Traditionally, our only source of income has been membership fees. Major expenses are rent, 
insurances and costs associated with staging our exhibitions. In the previous financial year (to 
December 2016) we incurred a deficit of nearly $2K which followed on a similar deficit the year 
before that. Thus we increased membership fees for 2017 and reintroduced entry fees for "Out 
There 2017". To ensure that we are accessible to all, independent of a person's financial means, we 
offer reduced fees to Student, Corresponding and Concessional members and also have provision for 
Honorary membership that can be conferred at the discretion of the committee.  

This year a major boost to our income was provided by our October "Special Event." The committee 
has decided to run a Special Event each year as a community outreach and potential fund-raiser. We 
have also decided that, where appropriate, if we charge for an activity (such as a workshop series or 
coastal weekend) that we will aim for a modest profit rather than just to cover costs. 

Governance 

An updated and revised constitution was accepted at a Special General Meeting of the society in 
August 2017. This is the first AGM that is being run under this constitution. Thanks to Tony Burslem 
for assisting with drafting the new version. 

The committee will continue to work towards implementation of governance structures that support 
and reflect us as a society. We are working on clarification of the roles and responsibilities of the 
committee as well as improving the management of potential conflicts of interest, risk and 
developing procedures for working with vulnerable people. 

Committee 

The CPS relies on many people to make it work. I thank the many members who have volunteered to 
assist in many ways large and small. I thank committee members Andrée Lawrey, Marwan El Hassan, 
Alan Charlton, Judy Parker, Tony Mason, Leo Sbirakos, Lenuta Quraishi (resigned during the year), 
Tom de Jongh (resigned during the year) and Murray Foote for their contributions in 2017. A special 
thanks to office bearers Secretary David Maish and Treasurer Michael Taylor who have put in 
considerable effort to contribute to the running of the society. Vice-President and Public Officer Ian 
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Marshall and Vice-President Matt James shoulder a large proportion of the decision-making and the 
work and I thank them for their support.  

2017 Image of the Year (IOY) Awards 

To encourage members to expand their photographic horizons and to recognise a range of 
photographic achievements and contributions to the society, we have gradually been evolving our 
suite of awards. Several new award were added in 2017. At our Annual Awards Showcase we had a 
team of two judges to spread the work load and long-term supporters Ben Kopilow and Geoff 
comfort did a great job. 

A complete list of awards and citations is given below. Recipients of IOY Awards must be financial 
members of the CPS. 

Annual Photochallenge 

Winning Image: Tony Mason 

Winning Portfolio: Gerard Jenkins 

Image of the Year Awards (Selected by External Judges) 

Colour Print of the Year:  Winner: Julie Garran 
    Highly Commended: Brian Jones 
    Highly Commended: Andrée Lawrey 
 
People's Choice   1st Julie Garran 
    2nd Helen McFadden 
    3rd Marwan El Hassan 
 
Monochrome Print of the Year Winner: Helen McFadden 
    Highly Commended: Judy Parker 
    Highly Commended: Murray Foote 
 
People's Choice   1st Julie Garran 
    2nd Jim McKenna 
    3rd Murray Foote 
 
Projected Image of the Year Winner: Dave Bassett 
    Highly Commended: Robin Yong 
    Highly Commended: Jenny Varela 
 
People's Choice   1st Dave Bassett 
    2nd Robin Yong 
    3rd Dave Bassett 
 
Book of the Year  Winner: Helen McFadden 
    Highly Commended: Dave Bassett 
    Highly Commended: Robin Yong 
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This is the first time we have held a book of the year award. We had a good number of entries and it 
was excellent to see such a positive response to this category of award.  
 

Panel Awards 

Panel Members: Ian Marshall, Judy Parker, Leo Sbirakos.  

Process: The selection criteria are published on our website. A call for nominations (members could 
nominate themselves or others) was put out with nominations to be sent to an independent email 
address (to allow for confidential nominations). Entries were discussed by the panel. If a panel 
member was nominated for an award then they did not take part in that discussion. Although we 
received several nominations, more involvement from general membership in nominating others for 
awards would be welcome.  

Photo Project of the Year 

This was a new award so it was excellent to see a good field of nominations. This award is for a 
photography-based project and can be made to a project that is based either on the work of the 
photographer or for a project that is not necessarily based on the members' own photographs but 
that contributes to the CPS or wider community.  

Nominations/entries (alphabetical order):  

Brian Rope for significant contribution (1 of 3 participants) to "Our Streets" - an exhibition of Street 
Art held at The Front Gallery and Cafe, Lyneham in late 2017. 

Ian Marshall for his "Veterans Motorcycle Club Portrait Project." 

Jim McKenna for collation, editing and production of the book "The York Fair: People, Parades and 
Displays" based on images taken by his father Richard McKenna. 

Murray Foote  for his blog post "Ocean Harbour Dreaming" - a history of the Shaker community of 
South Georgia illustrated by avante garde photographs from a remote location. 

Murray Foote for his blog post "The Overland Track in Winter" based on photographs taken while 
walking the Overland Track in difficult conditions. 

Robin Yong for development and production of a significant body of work culminating in several 
overseas awards and exhibitions and the book "Flowers of Ethiopia." 

Sheila Lunter for production of the 2016 Annual Edition of Capital Image celebrating the activities of 
the CPS in 2016. 

Winner: Ian Marshall for "Veteran's Motorcycle Club Portrait Project" 

This project arose from work Ian did as a still photographer on Pattie Collin's short film, "Exit 
Wounds". This film was accepted and shown at Australian and International Film festivals. After it 
was shown at the 2016 Veterans Film Festival, the film and all publicity material was added to the 
permanent collection of the Australian War Memorial. 
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The purpose of this nominated project was to make portraits of members of the Veterans 
Motorcycle club starting with the ACT Chapter. The style of the portrait was selected to express 
something of the meaning that Australian Service Veterans find through club membership. Members 
received a 5 x 7 in portrait and most were appreciative, with two ordering larger prints. 

Throughout the project Ian worked with CPS members to refine his concept and to test photos. This 
year he submitted one portrait to an Exhibition and Critique night and a portfolio in the Hedda 
Morrison Print Portfolio competition. He also entered another portrait in the National Portrait Prize. 

Of this image the subject's daughter said 

"I saw the photo of my dad and I just wanted to say that it is an amazing photo that has captured 
him and I love it. Please let me know if there is anything that I can do to help you have it published. I 
have a large network and would love to see Vietnam Veterans celebrated. They certainly were not 
when they returned." 

The panel commended the project for its social impact, especially in Canberra and described it as a 
respectful documentary of our veterans. 

President's Medals 

This award is also fairly new and its purpose is to recognise members who have made significant 
contributions to the success of the society. All members contribute in some way, starting by paying 
membership. They also contribute images - the life blood of our society - and help out in many ways 
small and large. It isn't possible to recognise everyone who helps so a big thank you to all members 
and particularly to the hard-working committee members who keep doing the sometimes mundane 
tasks that keep the society functioning. 

Nominations for President's Medal (alphabetical order) 

Alan Charlton (winner of a President's Medal last year) for doing a great job setting up before and 
clearing up after our functions. He keeps going in the background without fanfare and does the 
unglamorous jobs efficiently and cheerfully. He was also a key helper in our External Showcases (Out 
There and Different Views) and he has become expert in hanging and aligning framed images, mostly 
single-handedly. He organised the venue for the anniversary dinner a few years ago and this year 
organised the venue for the Peter Eastway event. 

Andrée Lawrey for ongoing assistance with curation, arrangement and hanging of our External 
Showcases and for sensitive coordination of the valuable Personal Projects group. This group 
engages on a more personal level with its members and provides a different outlet for photographic 
creativity that may not be served our other more main-stream activities - as evidenced by a small 
but dedicated group. 

Dave Bassett for sustained photographic excellence. With the departure of the aggregate 
competitions, Dave Bassett set himself the challenge of submitting, as his entries for Expo nights, 
creative images that did not include birds. Dave started off the year with two scores of 5 in February 
and he went on to achieve joint Image of the Night in June and ION (Member Voting) in November. 
In 2016 Dave came third in the A Grade aggregate competition and has consistently been in the top 
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handful of A grade photographers when this competition was held. Dave participates regularly in 
CPS Exhibition and Critique nights, External Showcases and Portfolio Competitions. He had an image 
selected for the CPS entry into the FIAP World Cup for Clubs. Dave was awarded a Fellowship of the 
APS (FAPS) in 2017 in recognition of success in Australian and International Salons. 

Eva van Gorsel for service. Although a relatively new member, Eva has been a committed helper 
with our External Showcases. She also conceived, instigated and ran a new activity, the Photoshop 
Workshop, which met on the 4th Tuesday of the month for 6 months. 

Gerard Jenkins for photographic excellence. Gerard came to a Bermagui weekend workshop 18 
months ago with a fixed lens camera. He soon realised that this kit was not entirely suited to the 
photography he wanted to do so he bought some additional gear and started taking photographs of 
birds at Jerrabomberra Wetlands and other locations around Canberra. He shares his work regularly 
on a FB page he created "Canberra Birds and Wildlife". As his confidence and the standard of his 
images have grown, Gerard has started to grow his photography into other areas. He has just won an 
award for his portfolio of plant-based images in the 2017 Annual Photochallenge. Gerard is an 
inspiration showing how it is possible to start with some basic skills and lots of enthusiasm and 
rapidly develop into an excellent photographer - hopefully assisted by the CPS. 

Ken Herbert for commitment and personal growth. Ken has matured into a fully participating 
member of the CPS who contributes his opinions in discussions, particularly in smaller group 
situations, and who shares his individual view with his images. He is a regular participant in CPS 
activities and External Showcases showing commitment and enthusiasm and he has produced some 
excellent work including a creative portfolio for the Projected Image Portfolio Competition. He has 
had photographs selected for the Different Views and Out There Showcases and one of his images 
was selected for the CPS FIAP World Cup entry. Working with the Personal Projects group, he has 
produced a children's book based on his photography. Ken is an inspiration showing what you can 
achieve with the dedication and persistence that has allowed him to grow as a photographer. 

Leo Sbirakos for creative photography and organising the inaugural FIAP World Cup for Clubs entry. 
Leo's imaginative composite creations have inspired several members to try their hands at fantasy 
photoshop. 

Michael Taylor for committee support and completing three years as treasurer. He has instigated 
several new protocols as treasurer and has ensured that the committee is able to keep tabs on our 
finances. He has also been running the Workshop evenings. 

Matt James for committee service as a Vice President and member of the Strategic Planning Group. 
Matt has also coordinated the Smugmug gallery site and done all the groundwork for the Exhibition 
and Critique nights. He instigated the use of the iPad for the Projected Images, greatly improving the 
viewing experience for the external judge and hence improving the feedback the judge is able to 
give. He also coordinated the purchase of our new lighting system, which improves the viewing 
experience of the prints for judges and members alike. Matt has also coordinated the Annual 
Photochallenge for the past two years. 

Winners: Dave Bassett, Gerard Jenkins, Ken Herbert. 
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Russell Hunt Award 

This award is now in its third year. I would like to acknowledge the inaugural winner (2015), Ian 
Marshall, who continues to make a great contribution to the society although he has been based in 
Young for much of this year. The second winner (2016), Judy Parker, also continues to do sterling 
work with coordinating our external showcases, supervising the mounting of prints on Expo nights 
and assisting with selection of work for various platforms, such as FIAP. They would both be worthy 
winners again but have instead stepped up to the selection panel.  

There is a bit of an unspoken tradition that a sitting president is not eligible for the Russell Hunt 
award. Every president works hard and it is my view that the impact of each incumbent of the 
presidential role can be reviewed and rewarded, if that is applicable, when they step away from the 
position. My current goal and reward is to see every member strive to achieve their photographic 
potential through collaboration and sharing and I work to acknowledge and encourage the 
considerable achievements of members. 

There was only one nominee (but several nominations) for the Russell Hunt Award. 

Phil McFadden. Phil inaugurated the strategic approach that now underpins how the society is run. 
He has run the very popular Weekend Workshops at the coast for the last few years and this year 
over several weekends ran a successful Wildlife Workshop. He has given freely of his time to help 
out in workshops and the like and is always willing to provide guidance to members when 
approached. He has also been extremely supportive of me both as president and as a photographer. 

Winner: Phil McFadden 

Photographer of the Year Award 

Nominations:  

Brian Rope for steadfastly pursuing his creative voice to produce a significant body of work and 
exhibition. 
 
Dave Bassett for photographic excellence as outlined in his President's Medal Citation. 
 
Julie Garran for photographic excellence - winning several ION awards and the Hedda award. 
 
Robin Yong for photographic excellence in portrait and travel photography in Venice and Ethiopia. 

 

Winner: Julie Garran  

This year Julie shone with her photography with the external judges selecting her image as Image of 
the Night at the Expo nights in February, June (joint) and July. She was also awarded a Highly 
Commended in the annual Projected Image Portfolio Competition, won the Hedda Print Portfolio 
Competition and had a photograph selected for the CPS FIAP entry. She regularly participates in and 
helps hang our External Showcases.  
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Julie has been dedicated to making creative photographs of people for many years. She held her first 
solo show at PhotoAccess in 2010 and in 2014 held a second solo show there based on her "Photo a 
Day" project where she posted on social media a photo every day for a year. A year or so ago she 
won a major award in the Julia Margaret Cameron competition for women photographers (an 
international competition) with her series of women workers in India. She achieved multiple 
accolades in the International Colour Awards and Annual Photography Masters Cup culminating in a 
First Place Outstanding Achievement Award (Children of the World category) in the International 
Color Awards in 2015. These awards show that Julie has achieved sustained photographic excellence 
of international standard and is a worthy winner of the 2017 Photographer of the Year. 

 


